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Foreword
This text is neither the ordinary design method book 
that some institutes may be asking for, nor does it 
present the alchemic formula of art which others claim 
to harbour. Instead, it presents a straightforward 
approach to the art of giving form, in particular the 
one of dress and body as an expressive language in it 
self. As such, this may not involve so much exercises 
for design as artistic methods for building and 
developing an abstract language – the dialectics, 
grammar and poetic figures of form [clothing].

From this perspective, these methods are neither 
practical nor theoretical. They are both. At once. They 
aim at the practising of visioning: the concrete making 
of concepts. All in all, therefore, these exercises 
aim to resolve, in a very pragmatic way, the artificial 
break between abstract theory and concrete practice.

For this work I am indebted to colleagues and students 
at the fashion design department at the Swedish School 
of Textiles. I am especially grateful to Lars Hallnäs, 
Rickard Linqvist, Camilla Jernmark, Emma Fälth, Anna 
Lidström and Ellinor Nilsen for valuable suggestions 
and critique. Use the work in any way you like; as 
suggestions for ways of working, or foundations for 
education programs and classes. The references you will 
find together with most of the exercises either provide 
their foundation or suggest material to use with it.

The first part makes the foundation for which the 
scope is the lifelong cultivation of an original 
aesthetic perspective. The second part forms methods 
for the individual works on the road to realising this 
perspective. The third section suggests different forms 
and ways to bridge worlds and as such by the virtue of 
integrity, the convergence of sensibility and form. In 
the end, the appendix presents a methodological base 
useful in many of the methods in the main chapters.





I. Faith [foundation and motif]
Realisation: to realise one’s world 
Voyage: to develop the world by exploring its aspects

II. Vigour and Patience [modes and materials]
Solitude: to find methods and expressions from within
Experimentation: uncontrolled and controlled

III. Critique [form]
Reformation: bridging worlds
Integrity: convergence of sensibility and form
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I. Faith [foundation and motive]





Wonder room: realising a world

Idea
To go to bed and wake up in your world everyday, and 
to use the wonder room [Wunderkammer] as a social 
sculpture and amplified scrapbook, and to use its 
uncategorised things as a bricolage-base for building 
perspectives based on its fragments and poetic logic.

Description
[i] Collect everything that freely expresses your 
interest in the world. This will be your microcosm. 
[ii] Use this curiosity cabinet as an enlarged research 
book [e.g. a home, a room, a wardrobe, a box etc] for 
the storage of research materials, resources and on-
going work, trials and developments. Fill it with 
anything. Mundane, bizarre, introvert or exentric. Only 
you can know what is right or wrong.
[iii] Always keep filling your Wunderkammer with new and 
different things. Exchange things and rearrange things 
to keep it in constant development to keep holding your 
world open to others.

Comment
The first act of creation is to establish a vision and 
a world of one self. A world to travel. A world to 
develop. A world to repair. A world to guard. And it is 
from dwelling in this world one gain experience on what 
to base one’s choices [decisions].

Cf.
Blom, P. [2003] To have and to hold. London: Penguin
Bois, Y-A. and Krauss, R. E. [1997] Formless: a user’s 
guide. New York: Zone Books
Heidegger, M. [1971] Poetry, Language, Thought. New 
York: Harper Colophon Books
Kabakov, I. [1998] Ilya Kabakov. London: Phaidon
Mauriès, P. [2002] Cabinets of curiosities. London: 
Thames & Hudson
Murphy, R. [2009] The private world of Yves St. Laurent 
& Pierre Bergé. London: Thames & Hudson
Sokol, D. D. [2008] 1,000 Artist Journal Pages: 
Personal Pages and Inspirations. Rockport: Rockport 
Publishers Inc.
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Life-art

Idea
To give form to your dreams and the illusions of the 
»empirical realities« of the physical world. 

Description
Use yourself as canvas and model to give form to 
your life. Try different things: more uncontrolled 
experiments with clothing, accessories, hair etc and 
subtler controlled styling trials. In short: give form 
to your ideas and test the limits of their expressions 
as long as you can bare it.

Comment
Prompted by his dissatisfaction with the life that 
he lived and his faith in a more optimistic future, 
Alonso Quixano, turned towards the unreal, where he 
went to bed and woke up as Don Quixote in a world of 
heroic acts, grave disappointments and an irrevocable 
past. Suffering from, or content with indulging in the 
obsessive late night reading of too many books, the 
gentleman Quixano found a higher and more rewarding 
motive for his otherwise frustrating life. And so, 
Quixano – like Wagner, Nietzsche, Tesla, Beuys, Warhol, 
Stardust, Westwood, Trier and many more – became so far 
gone in their fantasies that neither touch, smell, nor 
anything else about their »real worlds« – which would 
have made anyone but the bravest cleaning lady vomit – 
disillusioned them in the slightest.

Cf.
Beuys, J. And Harlan, V. [2004] What Is Art?: 
Conversation with Joseph Beuys. Forest Row: Clairview
Cervantes, M. de. [1999] Don Quixote. London: Northon
Nietzsche, F. [1993] The Birth of Tragedy. London: Penguin
Nietzsche, F. [2001] The Gay Science. Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univ. Press
Mulvagh, J. [1998] Vivienne Westwood: an unfashionable 
life. London: HarperCollins
Ono, Y. [2001] Grapefruit. A book of instructions + 
drawings. Stockholm: Bakhåll
Tesla, N. [2007] The Strange Life Of Nikola Tesla. BN 
Publishing [continues below]
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Alter ego

Idea
To explore and develop one’s language of form in a 
fictive person.

Description
[i] Write a short story, script, episode, history, pre- 
or afterlife etc.
[ii] Develop the main character of the story in 
collage, text, sketches etc.
[iii] Collect real things [also un-related to clothing] 
to materialise the traces of the person[s]. All kinds 
of thing are of interest: furniture, books, food, 
textiles, family portraits, “fictive letters” etc.
[v] Use the above things as totems to form a stage 
where you find silhouettes, materials, textures, colours 
etc from where you develop the clothes [or costumes if 
you prefer] for the person/persons.

Cf.
Bowie, D. and Paytress, M. [1998] The rise and fall of 
Ziggy Stardust and the Spiders from Mars: New York: 
Schirmer Books
Cooper, R. [2007] Alter Ego: Avatars and their 
creators. London: Chris Boot
Gasser, M. [1961] Self-portraits: from the fifteenth 
century to the present day. London: Weidenfeld & 
Nicolson
Jimenez, P. et al [2004] The DC Comics encyclopedia. 
New York: DK Publishing
Nehamas, A. [2000] The Art of Living: Socratic 
Reflections from Plato to Foucault. Berkeley: Univ. of 
California Press
Strindberg, A. [1994] Inferno. Stockholm: 
Klassikerförlaget Steniq AB
Trier, L. v. et al [1999] Trier om von Trier. 
Stockholm: Alfabeta
Thornquist, C. [2010] Collaborative Arts. Borås: CTF
Warhol, A. [1989] The Andy Warhol diaries. New York: 
Warner Books
Grey, S. G. [2009] Richard Wagner And His World. New 
Jersey: Univ. Presses Of California et al.
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Self-portrayal

Idea
To make a pre-model for continued model-making by 
actualising and questioning your a-priori.

Description
Remake the dress form into a self-portrait, persona, 
abstraction by elaborating its shape into a different 
and particular one. It may or may not include heads, 
arms or legs, have the form of a human body or just any 
geometrical form.

Cf. 
Causey, A. [1998] Sculpture since 1945. Oxford: Oxford 
Univ. Press
Collins, J. [2007] Sculpture today. London: Phaidon Press
Simon, M. [2005] Facial Expressions: A Visual Reference 
for Artists. New York: Watson-Guptill
Thornquist, C. [2009] Ontologia Pupae. Borås: CTF
Weiermair, P. ed. [2004] The nude: ideal and reality: 
from Neoclassicism to today. Florence: Skira
Weiermair, P. and Von Deuster, E. ed. [2004] The nude: 
ideal and reality: from the invention of photography to 
today. Florence: Skira
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Me, myself and I

Idea
To investigate, develop and realise different aspects of 
yourself and your persona.

Description
[i] Realise yourself and your persona by photographing 
yourself. Do this as artworks for itself or initiations 
for further work developing strong personas as well as 
suggestions for wearable forms using different materials 
and settings including make up/body paint, accessories 
and hair/head ornaments. 
[ii] E.g. make different photo series:
- private: the concealed/secret side of the persona in 
a secure private sphere.
- social: the conscious/reflected part of the persona. 
- masquerade: the extremes of the persona.

Cf.
Dostoevsky, F. M. [2009] Notes From Underground And The 
Double. London: Penguin Books Ltd.
Easton, B. E. [2000] American Psycho. London: Pan McMillan
Kafka, F. [1996] Metamorphosis. New York: Dover
Lévi-Strauss, C. [1982] The way of the masks. Seattle: 
Univ. of Washington Press
Thornquist, C. [2008] Notes on method 3: fashion shoot 
of me myself and I. Borås: CTF
Sherman, C. [1997] Cindy Sherman: retrospectives. 
London: Thames & Hudson
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Portrayal or playing covers

Idea
To visually and methodologically research and examine 
an auteur and his/her work through portrayal.

Description
[i] Study the work of – or better work together with 
– the auteur, from the earliest to the latest, to 
understand the development.
[ii] Situate and contextualise the life of the auteur; 
family, friends, success and failures etc.
[iii] Make a conclusive portrayal by »quoting« colours, 
patterns, material, cuts, drapes and garments.
[iv] Then re-create the material into your own or still 
keeping the auteur’s »text«[?].

Comment
Making is always a remaking. It always starts from 
something at hand. A tradition, a master, a coach, an 
image, a thing or a fragments etc.

Cf.
Haynes, T. [2007] I’m not there. Killer Films. [DVD]
Lindqvist, R. [2010] Cover – Exhibition. Gothenburg: 
Röhsska
Redman, L. [1984] How To Draw Caricatures. New York: 
McGraw-Hill
West, S. [2004] Portraiture. Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press
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The Muse or the Other

Idea
To reach a state of dreamy abstraction in an intimate 
relationship with someone.

Description
[i] Find someone to rave, portray, photograph, drape, 
fit, style. Serious or ironic. Fictive or real.
[ii] Use her/him as the base for one or many works and 
collections.

Cf.
Ades, D. and Chadwick, W. [1998] Mirror images: women, 
surrealism and self-representation. Cambridge; MIT Press
Hegel, G. W. F. [1998] Phenomenology of Spirit. Oxford: 
Oxford Univ. Press.
Prose, F. [2003] The lives of the muses: nine women & 
the artists they inspired. London: Aurum
Sartre, J-P. [1969] Being and nothingness: a 
phenomenologica essay on ontology. London: Routledge
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Blandness, lethargy and aspects of making

Idea
To highlight individual perspectives.

Description
[i] Lock yourself in a limited space for a long time, 
way past being bored and you are overcome by the 
saturated feeling: »I have seen it all!« Stay there 
until your interest starts to move towards the most 
banal details and let these details overtake your mind.
[ii] When the first stage is reached get a camera and 
notebook to capture aspects and elements that caught 
your interest. No camera or notebook is allowed before.

Comment
For a more critical exercise work with multiple people 
that are given the same space to compare and highlight 
individual differences in interest.

Cf. 
Svendsen, L. [2005] A Philosophy of Boredom. London: 
Reaktion Books
Jullien, F. [2004] In Praise of Blandness: Proceeding 
from Chinese Thought and Aesthetics. New York: Zone Books
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Dialects of making and language of form

Idea
Dialects [ways] of sketching [methods] are closely 
linked to their results [expressions]. Based on this 
argument, the exercise deals with the gap between 
visioning and making as a foremost artistic problem. 
The specific aim is therefore to explore the novelty of 
sketched lines and volumes for use in original ways in 
constructing and making cloths and wearable forms.

Description
[i] Start from studying the body, static or in motion, 
your own or someone else’s. Take pictures, draw, make 
collage or use whatever technique preferred.
[ii] Try, step by step, to translate lines and forms 
in your sketches into lines and modules of patterns 
and pieces of garments/fabrics without using any other 
pattern making systems as substantial aid.

Comment
Different ways of sketching emphasise different 
characters in works. Working only in flat sketching 
might emphasise focus on the front of a garment rather 
than on the back, and least of all the side silhouette. 
Sketching only on a dress-form without legs, arms and 
head often means neglecting the same areas, as it most 
often emphasises reforming the torso, hips and waist. 
Sketching directly with/on a live model may emphasise 
the hiding or articulation of certain body parts, 
while sketching on a body in motion most likely will 
result in a more dynamic result. Find your dialects of 
methodology from within your projects.

Cf.
Burton, J. [2005] Vitamin D: new perspectives in 
drawing London: Phaidon
Goldfinger, E. [1991] Human anatomy for artists: the 
elements of form. New York: Oxford Univ. Press
Muybridge, E. [1955] The human figure in motion. New 
York: Dover publ.
Riegelman, N. [2000] 9 heads: a guide to fashion 
drawing. Los Angeles: Nine Heads Media
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Sketching = cutting = philosophising

Idea
To exercise, not your way of sketching, but your way of 
cutting.

Description
Instead of training »figure drawing« using live models, 
train »figure-cutting« [and folding] in fabric or 
whatever material, based on live models as motive.

Cf.
Bois, Y. A. [1990] Painting as Model. Cambridge: MIT Press.
Danto, A. [1999] Philosophizing Art: Selected Essays. 
Berkeley: Univ. of California Press
Lindqvist, R. [2010] Expressions through cutting: PhD 
dissertation. Swedish School of Textiles. [forthcoming]
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Hand-writingcutting

Idea
To train the style of »hand-cutting« instead of »hand-
writing«.

Description
E.g.:
- cut/make a garment without using only a pair of 
scissors, a sewing machine and your own body/dress 
form. No measurements etc.
- cut/portray different forms [motives] in fabric, in 
larger and smaller scale and on free hand.

Cf.
Lindqvist, R. [2010] Expressions through cutting: PhD 
work in progress. Swedish School of Textiles.
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Explore your world

Idea
To explore your world and reflect traits in language 
of form and dialects in method to break loose from 
personal stereotypes through multiple works [lifework].

Description
[i] Work with/from an idea. 
[ii] Make a brief research that includes real things.
[iii] Develop elements/garments based on the idea.
[iv] Repeat the above steps with a multitude of ideas.
[v] Examine the elements/garments in all ideas to 
identify individual traits and traits that rather 
relates to the actual theme/aspect.

Comment
Self-confidence is to be familiar with one’s world: 
to learn to see signs and find the sublime paths; 
Heidegger’s [Holtzwege]. As Bergson also noted, one 
can only achieve a spiritual harmony or trained 
intuition with something if the comradeship is of long 
standing. Therefore, exploring your world’s different 
aspects [through different works] is altogeher a life 
long project. However, condensed discursive exercises 
may be essential to develop and reflect as well as to 
investigate the life work and development – successes 
and failures – of other artists and designers in 
retrospect and in contrast to your own development. 

Cf.
Bergson, H. [1998] Time and Free Will: an Essay on the 
Immediate Data of Consciousness. Kila, Mont.: Kessinger
Heidegger, M. [1971] Poetry, Language, Thought. New 
York: Harper Colophon Books
Larsson, H. [1997] Intuition: några ord om diktning och 
vetenskap. Stockholm: Dialoger
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Self-cultivation

Idea
To use your own material for development.

Description
Return to old sketches and the selection you made then, 
to see if you would have made different choices today.

Comment
By saving something similar to »photographic contact 
sheets« containing trials, variation and decisions in 
earlier projects one has a valuable self-educating 
material where to find motives and expressions from 
within.

Cf.
Your own journals and sketchbooks.
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Solitude and rhythm

Idea
To find focus, solitude and freedom through transient 
tunes and rhythms.

Description
[i] Put a song, or a part of a song, on constant repeat 
at high volume in shielded headphones, or just at high 
volume on speakers in a secluded room.
[ii] Start to work – sketch, write, shape, colour etc 
– on your project until the beginning and end of the 
background song/melody permeate each other and you 
loose track of time and space. Stay in this state as 
long as possible.

Comment
The monastery, the painter’s atelier, the musician’s 
studio, the theatre’s rehearsal space, the laboratory, 
and library are all places with a shared common purpose 
for the arts, sciences and the humanities: a space to 
focus on and experiment with certain limited variables 
while leaving out others when taking the first fumbling 
and fragile steps in the making of original work, 
before it is ready to meet all the outside aspects 
of the world. If there is no such space available, 
headphones and music might be a good help. Just 
remember to sometimes take them off...

Cf.
Sartre, J-P. [2004] The transcendence of the ego: a sketch 
for a phenomenological description. London: Routledge
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II. Vigour and Patience [modes and materials]





Re-inventing the drape

Idea
To re-invent the first basic body wrap and to focus on 
one single idea/form.

Description
[i] Research early body wraps/drapes as well as basic 
geometrical shapes such as the square, the circle, 
triangle, and use basic toil fabric to experiment in 
full scale on dress form/live model.
[ii] Translate the drape to 2D pattern and rework again 
on model.
[iii] Present the result in pictures of a model wearing 
the drape only. E.g. no make up and natural hair only.

Cf.
Coxeter, H. S. M. [1987] Projective geometry. New York: 
Springer
Itten, J. [1993] Design and form: the basic course at 
the Bauhaus and later. New York: Wiley
Hamre, I. [1980] Tyg och funktion. Stockholm: Wahlström 
& Widstrand
Knauer, R. [2008] Transformation: basic principles and 
methodology of design. Basel: Birkhäuser
Lundy. M. [2001] Sacred Geometry. New York: Walker & 
Company
Sutton, D. [2002] Platonic & Archimedean Solids. New 
York: Walker & Company
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Revisiting history [time and space]

Idea
To research historical costume in its original context 
through deconstruction and replication.

Description
Reconstruct a costume/ensemble from a certain epoch 
to a high level of detail including e.g. its socio-
ideological context, material, cut and kind of 
craftsmanship based on a careful research in pattern 
making, sewing techniques etc. If possible research 
real garments in e.g. archives and museums.

Comment
To focus on form, one may want to work altogether 
in white/black materials. To vary this method as an 
exercise it can also include the articulation of some 
specific elements or a following complete re-invention 
for a more artistic re-creation.

Cf.
Arnold, J. [1985] Patterns of fashion. [multiple 
volumes]London: Macmillan 
Eicher, J.B. et al. [2010] Berg Encyclopedia of World 
Dress and Fashion. Oxford: Berg
Racinet, A. [2003] The complete costume history: from 
ancient times to the 19th century. Köln: Taschen
Tortora, P. and Eubank, K. [2005] Survey Of Historic 
Costume. New York: Fairchild Books
Waugh, N. [1964] The cut of men’s clothes 1600-1900. 
New York: Routledge
Waugh, N. [1968] The cut of women’s clothes 1600-1930. 
London: Faber & Faber
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Re-creating ethnicity [space and time]

Idea
To examine and understand ethnicity, culture and dress.

Description
[i] Research a selected culture, society, tribe etc 
from as many aspects as possible, including colours, 
patterns, cut, shapes and sewing. If possible examine 
real garments in e.g. archives and museums.
[ii] Reconstruct the dress to a high level of detail, 
including its fundamental materials, colours, patterns, 
cut, drape and other sewing techniques.

Comment
To focus on form, one may want to work altogether in 
white fabric only and only use e.g. matt and shiny 
shades of white/black print/colour. To vary this method 
as an exercise it can also include the articulation 
of some specific elements or a following complete re-
invention for a more artistic re-creation.

Cf.
Anawalt, P. [2007] The worldwide history of dress. 
London: Thames & Hudson
Eicher, J. B. [1995] Dress and ethnicity: change across 
space and time. Oxford: Berg
Eicher, J.B. et al. [2010] Berg Encyclopedia of World 
Dress and Fashion. Oxford: Berg
Gorsline, D. [1994] What people wore: 1,800 
illustrations from ancient times to the early twentieth 
century. New York: Dover Publications
Hamre, I. [1980] Tyg och funktion. Stockholm: Wahlström 
& Widstrand
Hansen, H. H. [1978] All världens klädedräkter. 
Stockholm: AWE/Geber
Horton, R. ed. [2006] Fashion accessories. Amsterdam: 
Pepin Press
Kennett, F. [1995] Ethnic Dress: A Comprehensive Guide 
to the Folk Costume of the World. New York: Facts on 
File
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Re-enacting tradition [fashion]

Idea
To understand dominant traditions in fashion design and 
their relationship to each other.

Description
[i] Research, present and discuss one tradition using 
different medias including garments.
[ii] Make a garment or more abstract work to examine 
and reflect on the tradition.
[iii] Start over again with another tradition e.g. 
using the same garment archetype, or not.

Comment
Different traditions mean different theoretical 
proposals in the direct form of clothes. And like 
in any tradition in any field there are in clothing/
fashion design authors [auteurs] writing [form-ulating] 
their versions of these theories. Thus, an auteur’s 
description of what her work is a metatheory, not a 
theory.

Cf.
Bierhals, C. [2007] Young European fashion designers. 
Köln: Daab
Breward, C. et al [2002] The Englishness of English 
dress. Oxford: Berg
Chan, D. [2008] Young Asian fashion designers. Köln: Daab
Derycke, L. [1999] Belgian fashion design. Ghent: Ludion
Editors of Phaidon Press [1998] The fashion book. 
London: Phaidon
Jones, T. et al ed. [2003] Fashion now. Köln: Taschen
Kawamura, Y. [2004] The Japanese revolution in Paris 
fashion. Oxford: Berg
Scheips, C. [2007] American fashion: Council of Fashion 
Designers of America. New York: Assouline
Slade, T. [2010] Japanese Fashion. Oxford: Berg
Steele, V. [1998] Paris fashion: a cultural history, 
Oxford: Berg, 1998
Steele, V. [2003] Fashion, Italian style, New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press
White, N. [2000] Reconstructing Italian fashion. 
Oxford: Berg
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Mixing worlds

Idea
To emphasise style by blending private things 
heterogeneously with others.

Description
[i] Ask a number of people to bring one thing from 10 
different categories of objects and regroup them with 
other peoples things in each category. Document.
[ii] Bring two pair of each: e.g. shoes, stockings/
socks, trousers or skirts tops/linens/shirts, jackets/
coats, hats/hair accessories, bags, belts and glasses.
[iii] Style and make different silhouettes by mixing 
people’s things on models or on a wall. Document.
[iii] Review and discuss.

Cf.
Adamowicz, E. [1998] Surrealist Collage in Text and 
Image: Dissecting the Exquisite Corpse. Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univ. Press
Evans, D. [2009] Appropriation. Cambridge: MIT Press
Goodman, N. [1978] Ways of Worldmaking. Indianapolis: 
Hackett
Kotz, M. [1990] Rauschenberg: Art and Life. New York: 
H.N. Abrams
Joseph, B.W [2003] Random Order: Robert Rauschenberg 
and the Neo-Avent-Garde. Cambridge: MIT Press
Léal, B. et al [2000] The ultimate Picasso. New York: Abrams
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Deliberate misunderstanding

Idea
To use a devaluing and reductive approach to a research 
objects/situations to open them up for re-imagination.

Description
E.g.: use a b/w motion picture, b/w photography or 
other reductive representations of an object/situation 
as the starting point for your research in order to 
encourage misinterpretation and re-imagination in 
developing your own work.

Cf.
Maillet, A. [2004] The Claude Glass. New York: Zone Books
Rand, R. [2007] Claude Lorrain-The Painter as 
Draftsman: Drawings from the British Museum. New Haven: 
Yale Univ. Press
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Out of context: isolated and misinterpreted

Idea
To force misinterpretation and de-contextualisation. 

Description
Gather different contextualised material based on a 
certain idea or just your temporary mood.
- Decompose and compose: tear elements apart until 
they are taken out of context and paste together with 
fragments from other contexts.
- Weight and emphasise: marginalise core elements and 
emphasise banalities.
- Order: arrange things according to a different order/
logic than before.
- Delete and supplement: weed out things and fill with 
other things.
- Deform and reform: destroy the original forms and re-
build them into your own.
- Correct and corrupt: interpret and misinterpret 
brutally.

Cf.
Goodman, N. [1978] Ways of Worldmaking. Indianapolis: 
Hackett
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Foreshortenings/bodyscapes

Idea
To look at the body and dress from uncommon 
perspectives.

Description
Sketch or take pictures of a nude or a dressed body 
from above, below, and other different skewed angels. 
Also sketch/take pictures of the body in different 
positions. Use wide angel or fish eye lenses to skew 
even more. Emphasise and focus by marking lines of 
the garments or body structures to highlight the 
»distorted« perspective. Translate this distortion into 
patterns and toils and further design development.

Cf.
Cody, J. [2002] Atlas of Foreshortening: The Human 
Figure in Deep Perspective. New York: Wiley
Mirzoeff, N. [1995] Bodyscape: art, modernity, and the 
ideal figure. London: Routledge
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Puppetry

Idea
To encourage a different sense of proportions and 
volumes. 

Description
Investigate proportions in garments and their 
relationship to each other in different or defined kinds 
of puppets and dolls. Re-apply these proportions, 
scales, exaggerations, techniques etc in/on live-size 
clothing or direclty on a live model in the »wrong« 
size/shape.

Cf.
Bell, J. [2000] Puppets, masks, and performing objects. 
Cambridge: MIT Press
Blumenthal, E. [2005] Puppetry: a world history. New 
York: Harry N. Abrams
Klee, P. [2006] Paul Klee: hand puppets. Ostfildern: 
Hatje Cantz
Oroyan, S. [1997] Anatomy of a Doll: The Fabric 
Sculptor’s Handbook. Concord: C&T Publishing
Oroyan, S. [1999] Designing the Doll: From Concept to 
Construction. Concord: C&T Publishing
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Function, mechanism and biomechanics

Idea
To base functions and expressions of clothing and other 
wearable elements on mechanisms from other fields. 

Description
[i] Research to find interesting architectural, 
mechanical or organic movements.
[ii] Experiment and try to reapply these movements into 
clothing and wearable elements.
[iii] Use video to record and review the movement and 
its construction.

Cf.
Bennett, A. and Wilson, Jr. [1998] Primer on Limb 
Prosthetics. Concord: Charles C Thomas Pub
Bronzino, J.D. and Peterson, D. R. [2008] Biomechanics: 
principles and applications. Boca Raton: CRC Press
Chironis, N.P and Sclater, N. [1996] Mechanisms & 
mechanical devices sourcebook. New York: McGraw-Hill
Evans, C. et al. [2005] Hussein Chalayan. Rotterdam: 
NAI Publishers
Marieb, E. et al [2001] Human anatomy. Atlas of the 
human skeleton. San Francisco: Benjamin Cumming
Scott, J. [2007] Visions from Within the Mechanism: The 
Industrial Surrealism. Van Nuys: Baby Tattoo Books
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Translation, interpretation and demonstration

Idea
To train translation of forms [theories] from other 
fields into clothes and wearable forms.

Description
[i] Study the idea and its form of a specific part 
of another field, e.g. theology, nature, culture, 
art, language, mathematics, politics etc. Study the 
relationships between elements, colours and forms.
[ii] Use 2D and 3D collage techniques to find 
both decorative/graphic elements as well as more 
architectural forms and structures.
[iii] Continue the translation in pattern making, life 
size collage and sketches, toils and real garments.

Comment
Cut, past and remix fragments of things into a 
heterogenic composition or whip it into a smooth cream. 
Work until you have moved beyond decorating existing 
archetypes, where also the architecture of your 
garments is changed by the »ingredients« from outside 
your original field.

Cf.
-
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Intention and expression in wearing

Idea
To focus on expression-in-wearing by regarding what 
people do in certain situations as forms of art, and 
the cloths and accessories they wear as means for 
expressing this particular art-form.

Description
[i] Research or invent a situation that enforces a 
certain expression of movement.
[ii] Explore, through participating movement and by 
documenting in film, photography and sketching different 
expressions in wearing and possible tools that can 
emphasise this particular way of moving.
[iii] Explore counter movements, »wrong« and 
contradictory movements to the norm.
[iv] Create a collection based on garments and 
accessories that become tools for this »art«.
[v] Review, discuss and adjust the level of 
theatrically etc.

Comment
E.g. Batman is an example of how someone has made his 
being in the urban landscape [urban theatre] into an 
artistic expression. The garments are tools for his 
particular way/art of moving.

Cf.
Hallnäs, L. and Redström J. [2006] Interaction Design - 
Foundations, Experiments. Borås: CTF
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Dance and Movement

Idea
To build a work based on the relationship between 
bodies [in motion].

Description
[i] Study the movement and form of bodies in motion 
from different perspectives. Study how bodies interact 
with each other in motion, their relationships, 
positions etc.
[ii] Try out different movements. Work with performers 
and participate yourself to understand with your body.
[iii] Sketch, photograph, and film to find fragments 
of volumes, lines, directions etc to translate and 
recreate into wearable elements and garments.

Cf.
Altlas, C. [2001] Merce Cunningham - A Lifetime of 
Dance. Winstar. [DVD]
Bremser, M. ed. [1999] Fifty Contemporary 
Choreographers. London: Routledge
Goldberg, R. [2001] Performance art: from futurism to 
the present. London: Thames & Hudson
Schlemmer, O. [2003] Der Mensch. Berlin: Gebrüder Mann 
Verlag
Trimingham, M. [2010] The Theatre of the Bauhaus. 
London. Routledge
Warr, T. and Jones, A. [2000] The artist’s body. 
London: Phaidon
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Substituting situations

Idea
To open up the expression of one situation by moving 
its functions into another.

Description
[i] Focus on the function of one situation, e.g. 
serving in a restaurant. 
[ii] Move the function into a different situation, e.g. 
move serving into a kind of dance/peformance.
[iii] Reinstate the new expression of the function in 
the first, e.g. serving as if it was a dance.
[iv] Apply this new perspective in the original 
function to make clothes for the initial situation.

Cf.
Hallnäs, L. and Redström J. [2006] Interaction Design - 
Foundations, Experiments. Borås: CTF
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Out of context: logics from other fields

Idea
To develop work by translating different logical models.

Description
E.g. use the traditional structure for a perfume as the 
base for composing a collection:
- Top note: more volatile materials in a fragrance that 
gives a first impression. 
- Middle note: holds the main idea of the fragrance.
- End note: long lasting notes, making the fundament of 
the fragrance.

Comment
Other workable logics to work from could be e.g. 
orchestration, song/musical composition, dialogue, 
poetic figures, theatre, architecture etc.

Cf.
Aftel, M. [2004] Essence and alchemy: A Natural History 
of Perfume. Layton: Gibbs Smith
Ching, F. D.K. [1979] Architecture: form, space & 
order. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold
Film Remakes Hardcover by Constantine Verevis
Jeppeson, K. [1992]. Counterpoint: the polyphonic vocal 
style of the sixteenth century. New York: Dover
Rimsky-Korsakov, N. [1964] Principles of Orchestration. 
New York: Dover
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Dress codes

Idea
To work with formally or socially imposed standards in 
dress as conceptual logic.

Description
[i] Critically study different social forums and their 
dress codes: historic or contemporary.
[ii] Make up a fictive social forum [story, setting etc] 
and define the codes yourself.
[iii] Use these codes as the structural base for your 
design and collection.

Cf.
Crane, D. [2009] Fashion and Its Social Agendas: Class, 
Gender, and Identity in Clothing. Chicago: Univ. of 
Chicago Press
Esquire Magazine [2008] Esquire The Rules: A Man’s 
Guide to Life. New York: Sterling Juvenile
etc.
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Restriction

Idea
To train open-end creation through given restriction[s] 
and to built courage to create.

Description
Make a garment, outfit or a defined number of pieces/
elements limited to e.g.:
- one kind of fabric/material
- a certain amount of material, minimised/maximised
- a limited time
- include certain elements
- only different materials in each element/garment in a 
complete outfit
- 9 outfits to fit in a cabin size luggage
- etc.

Comment
After trying one restriction, increase by adding 
additional restrictive aspects/variables.

Cf.
Ashcraft, S. [2004] 101 Things to Do With a Potato. 
Layton: Gibbs M. Smith Inc
Celant, G. [1985] Arte Povera Art Povera. Milano: 
Electa Editric
Christov-Bakargiev, C. ed. [1999]. Arte Povera. London: 
Phaidon
Hamlyn [2010] 4 Ingredients Student Cookbook. London: 
Hamlyn
Lupton. E. [2006] D.I.Y.: Design It Yourself [Design 
Handbooks] New York: Princeton Architectural Press
May, R. [1975] The courage to create. New York: Norton
Montgomery, D. C. [2008] Design and analysis of 
experiments. New York: Wiley
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Restriction: colour

Idea
To train colour composition through given restriction[s].

Description
Make a garment, outfit or a defined number of pieces/
elements limited to e.g.:
- one colour in the same material
- one colour but in different structures/materials
- only shades of one colour
- only complementary colours
- one pattern/print together with two solid colours
- only different [defined or undefined] patterned/printed 
material
- a certain number of colours taken from a certain 
context or situation e.g. a painting, an interior, a 
natural setting, a plant, an animal etc.
- etc.

Cf.
Albers, J. and Rosenthal, T. G. [2006] Josef Albers: 
formulation: articulation. London: Thames & Hudson
Albers, J. [2010] Interaction of Color: New Complete 
Edition. New Haven: Yale Univ. Press
Bois, Y. A. et al [2001] Geometric abstraction: Latin 
American art from the Patricia Phelps de Cisneros 
collection. Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Art Museums
Itten, J. [1993] The Art of color: the subjective 
experience and objective rationale of color. New York: 
Van Nostrand Reinhold
Meller, S. [2002] Textile designs. New York: Harry N. 
Abrams
Ramirez, M.C. et al [2007] Hélio Oiticica: The Body of 
Color. London: Tate Publishing 
Varnedoe, K. [2006] Pictures of nothing: abstract art 
since Pollock. Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press
Schoeser, M. [2003] World textiles: a concise history. 
London: Thames & Hudson
Racinet, A. et al [2006], The world of ornament: 
complete coloured reprint of L’Ornement polychrome 
[1869-1888] & L’Ornement des tissus [1877]. Köln: 
Taschen
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A packed suitcase

Idea
To work with minimalism and maximalism in the 
structural development of a collection.

Description
[i] When back from a 3-4 day trip, document all clothes 
you brought. 
[ii] Take pictures of each garment and document the 
structure of your travelling-wardrobe in a matrix.
[iii] Critically examine the content of the suitcase 
in terms of what has been used and what could have 
been left behind to discuss collection expansion and 
reduction, both functionally and expressively.
[iv] Review the overall expression looking at 
differences in materials, colours and styles in each 
element with the aim to find a core that holds the 
content together.

Cf.
Weiland, B. and Foster, S. [2004] Smart Packing for 
Today’s Traveler. Portland: Smart Travel Press
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Hands only

Idea
To use very limited visual space/parts of the body for 
expressing and idea.

Description
[i] Investigate e.g. a culture, subculture etc.
[ii] Express the culture using only head/neck, hands 
and/or feet. For the rest of the body use a body 
stocking in e.g. skin colour.

Cf.
Cutsem, A. [2002] A World of bracelets. Milano: Skira
Cutsem, A. [2005] A World of Head Adornment. Milano: 
Skira. [and are more in this series.]
Grafton, C. B. [1998] Shoes, Hats and Fashion 
Accessories: A Pictorial Archive, 1850-1940. London: Dover
Leurquin, A. v. [2004] A world of Necklaces. Milano: Skira
Pepin Press [2007] Fashion Accessories. London: Pepin
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Prevent the safe road

Idea
To open up different senses by blocking others.

Description
E.g.:
- Be blindfold while draping a form on a body or dress-
form until your hands are happy with how the form feels 
and drapes.
- With blindfolded eyes, drape a body in a form that 
you enjoy the sound of when the body moves with it.
- Use thumb cloves while draping to force bigger 
gestures.
- etc.

Cf.
-
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The bricolage collection

Idea
To interrogate things around you to find out what they 
may become.

Description
Make/realise a collection with materials that you have 
or can find. You are not allowed to buy anything.

Cf.
Lévi-Strauss, C. [1972] The Savage Mind. London: 
Weidenfeld and Nicolson
Shoichi, A. [2001] Fruits. London: Phaidon
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Try on all clothes in a store

Idea
To search for unexpected expressions.

Description
[i] Try on all the clothes in a store. Try things 
you like with things you don’t like etc. Try things 
together that you don’t think will fit/match.
[ii] Photograph each trial in the fitting room mirror.
[iii] Present and discuss each trial in a group.
[iv] Use some of the odd and unexpected combinations as 
the base for a new design work.

Cf.
-
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Distortion matrix

Idea
To study the line and shape of certain forms in 
relation to the body.

Description
Make a garment/wearable form. 
Modify the shape/line of the form/garment in a matrix 
based on prepositions and adjectives.

Y-axis, prepositions:
e.g. above, against, around, before, behind, beside, 
except, inside, near, on, opposite, outside, through, 
towards, under etc.

X-axis, adjectives:
e.g. average, big, colossal, great, huge, large, 
little, long, mammoth, massive, miniature, petite, 
short, small, tall, tiny, broad, chubby, crooked, 
curved, deep, flat, high, hollow, low, narrow, round, 
shallow, skinny, square, steep, straight, wide etc.

Cf.
Huddleston, R. D. and Pullum, G.K. [2002] The Cambridge 
grammar of the English language. Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univ. Press
Webster, N. [1984] Webster’s ninth new collegiate 
dictionary. Springfield: Merriam-Webster
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Size and the space in-between

Idea
To investigate size and volume in relation to the body.

Description
[i] Make a garment/wearable form. Then make additional 
versions in different scales based on the original. No 
other changes should be made to the garment, but make 
sure to try significant changes in scale.
[ii] Dress or style one [or many] person[s] in each 
version. Document and photograph.

Cf.
Barenblatt, G. I. [2003] Scaling. Cambridge: Cambridge 
Univ. Press
Lindqvist, R. [2009] Show. Gothenburg: Rhöska
Luna, I. Ed. [2009] Maison Martin Margiela. New York: 
Rizzoli
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When words rendez-vous

Idea
To invent ideas by using two words that constitutes a 
vital meeting which each other. 

Description
[i] Find a concept that express your very personal 
perspective. 
[ii] Find a concept for a mode, trend or any other 
spirit of the time that appears to hold its essence.
[iii] Mix and adjust the two concepts [looking for 
synonyms/variants] and continue to develop different 
kinds of work as e.g. a collection.
Alt.:
[i] Simply juggle with different concepts until you 
find something interesting. A vague but unforgiving 
measurement of the words’ liking to each other is, 
perhaps, the immediate arise of unfamiliar images and 
thoughts…

Comment
Poetry as, Friggieri notes, »is when two words not only 
meet, but when they rendez-vous for the first time.«

Cf.
Friggieri, J. [2004] Tales for our time. Valletta: 
Progress Press
Goldberger, P. [2009] Counterpoint: Daniel Libeskind. 
Basel: Birkhäuser
Kennan, K. [2009] Counterpoint: based on eighteenth-
century practice. Upper Saddle River: Prentice Hall
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Counterpoints

Idea
To expand expression by working with complementarities.

Description
A.
[i] Choose an issue that is relatively easy applicable 
to a dichotomy. 
[ii] Elaborate/experiment/sketch and present a work/
collection based on the issue’s most flattering form.
[iii] Do the same as before, but this time present a 
work that is as revolting as possible.
B.
[i] Choose an issue that is relatively easy applicable 
to a dichotomy.
[ii] Make as flattering silhouettes and forms as 
possible based on the issue and present in sketches.
[iii] »Fill« the forms with revolting prints/patterns/
images etc in stark contrast to the flattering forms.
[iv] Adjust and balance until you reach a heterogeneous 
collage or a more homogenous blend of the two.

Comment
Try also different characters/adjectives or already 
existing garments to stress the expression towards 
different poles, or work with two different issues at the 
same time pushed in two different directions.
As such the exercise also works for understanding the 
limits or possibilities in one’s own expression or how 
others perceive it. 

Cf.
Nei-yeh and Roth, H. D. [1999] Original Tao: Inward 
Training [Nei-yeh] and the Foundations of Taoist 
Mysticism. New York: Columbia Univ. Press
Zhuangzi and Graham, A. C. [2001] Chuang-Tzu: The Inner 
Chapters. Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett Publishing 
Company
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Tempo

Idea 
To gain comfort in what your hands make and express 
based on Baudrillard’s idea that »speed creates pure 
objects«.

Description
[i] Start by alternating between shorter and longer 
periods of sketching thumbnail garments based on a 
certain input. Increase the tempo until you cannot 
think anymore before your hands act.
[ii] Repeat a couple of times in order to gain speed in 
sketching ideas in a relaxed and confident way.

Cf.
Baudrillard, J. [1989] America. New York: Verso
Thornquist, C. [2010] Collaborative Arts. Borås: CTF
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From detail to the whole and over again

Idea
To build faith in the artistic process throughout its 
apparently divergent phases.

Description
[i] Start to work on an idea in any way preferred.
[ii] Stop at a certain point to isolate a relatively 
small detail by taking away [erasing/blocking] the rest 
of the form/context.
[iii] Continue to sketch and build a new form/context 
around the isolated detail.
[iv] Stop, and repeat from [ii].

Cf.
Arnheim, R. [1974] Entropy and art: an essay on disorder 
and order. Berkeley: Univ. of California. Press
Donaldson, L. [1995] Contingency theory. Aldershot: 
Dartmouth
Freud, S. [1976] The interpretation of dreams. 
Harmondswoth: Penguin
Zinker, J. [1977] Creative process in gestalt therapy. 
New York: Brunner/Mazel
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For tonight

Idea
To return to naïve and spontaneous making by creating a 
piece for a defined occasion in the »same moment«.

Description
[i] Make a garment for a social occasion the same day.
[ii] Finish the exercise next day with a critique of 
the experience wearing the garment.

Comment
Since tempo and speed are important elements here it 
should be made under time pressure.

Cf.
Baudrillard, J. [1986/1989] America. New York: Verso
Berliner, P. F. [1994] Thinking in Jazz: The Infinite 
Art of Improvisation. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press
Thornquist, C. [2010] Collaborative Arts. Borås: CTF
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Design through wearing

Idea
To exercise design through wearing.

Description
[i] Wear your toils/prototypes for some days, in 
private and in socially exposed environments while 
working on the collection.
[ii] Cut, add, take notes for change etc while wearing.
[iii] Remake the toils.
[iv] Wear them again.

Cf.
Calais-Germain, B. [2008] Anatomy of movement. Seattle: 
Eastland Press
Kalman, T. and Kalman, M. [2000] [un]Fashion. London: 
Booth-Clibborn
Muybridge, E. [1955] The human figure in motion. New 
York: Dover
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Sketch-photography

Idea
To use and combine snap-shot photography and drawing 
for hardware sketching/rapid prototyping.

Description
[i] Fit a first toil on a model and take pictures from 
different angels.
[ii] Print the pictures in multiple copies and draw 
changes directly on the prints.
[iii] Change/re-make the toil, take new pictures and 
draw changes again.
[iv] And again.

Comment
If you don’t have someone to try it on, try it on 
yourself and take picture in the mirror.

Cf.
Thornquist, C. ed. [2008] Notes on method 1: 
photographic sketching. Borås: CTF
Thornquist, C. [2008] Notes on method 2: experimental 
fashion design. Borås: CTF
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Transparencies for design development and patternmaking

Idea
To use transparency techniques in design development 
and pattern making [as e.g. in anime movie making].

Description
A 
[i] Make/paint an atmosphere, story, situation in any 
media on an opaque background that can make a base for 
additional layers of work in/on transparencies.
[ii] Use multiple transparencies to paint and sketch 
on, or use transparencies to copy single elements 
on. Try out and build human figures, lines and forms 
for abstract wearable forms or more concrete designs 
that can be easily tried out, changed, adjusted, and 
arranged in the multiple layering system.
B
[i] Use overhead projectors for pattern making by 
copying scaled patterns and forms from e.g. drawings, 
books, photographs and other reference materials on 
transparencies to scale them into desired live size on 
large papers taped on a wall. Trace the projection or 
join multiple projections and continue by adjusting the 
patterns and measurements in paper. [Or scan and use 
digital projections.]
[ii] Place the projector[s] in straight perpendicular 
angels, vertically and horizontally, for accuracy and 
balance; or tilt the projection to distort lines and 
patterns into different skewed forms with different 
directions and emphasis.

Cf.
Baron, H. S. et al [2006] Complete Guide to Anime 
Techniques: Create Mesmerizing Manga-style Animation 
with Pencils, Paint, and Pixels. Hauppauge: Barron’s 
Educational Series
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Active design decisions

Idea
To train rapid design decisions in a creative 
progression and to identify patterns of expressions.

Description
E.g.:
[i] Start from an idea that includes live reference 
material.
[ii] Sketch ca 100 design suggestions based on the 
concept.
[iii] Select 25 sketches.
[iv] Refine the sketches and narrow the selection to 10-
15.
[v] As the limited whole now have changed, rework 
and revisit the first 100 sketches to see if you need 
to exchange any in the final selection to the earlier 
disregarded ones to reform the whole.

Cf.
Gleick. J. [1996] Chaos: Making a New Science. London: 
Vintage 
Kellert, S. H. [1993] In the Wake of Chaos: 
Unpredictable Order in Dynamical Systems. Chicago: 
Univ. of Chicago Press 
Nguyen, M. H. And Nguyen, V. Q. [1994] Dynamic timing 
decisions under uncertainty: essays on invention, 
innovation and exploration in resource economics. 
Berlin: Springer
Poincaré, H. [1902-1908] The Foundations of Science. 
New York: Science Press
Robbins, P. and Aydede, M. [2008] The Cambridge 
handbook of situated cognition. New York: 
Cambridge Univ. Press
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What means »thus«?

Idea
To train free association.

Description
[i] Put a number of odd and obscure things in a small 
envelope. 
[ii] Stick your hand in the bag without looking.
[iii] Start to sketch clothes and outfits based on what 
you imagine and associate to based on what you feel.

Comment
If made in a group, try both similar and different 
content for all participants. Look at the results 
highlighting different approaches/methods for working 
with diffuse/obscure elements.

Cf.
Bergson, H. [1998] Time and Free Will: an Essay on the 
Immediate Data of Consciousness. Kila, Mont.: Kessinger
Bergson, H. [2002] The Creative Mind. New York: Citadel 
Press
Larsson, H. [1997] Intuition: några ord om diktning och 
vetenskap. Stockholm: Dialoger
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III. Critique [form]





My sweat under your arms

Idea
To look at yourself from different perspectives.

Description
[i] Take one, or a few of your private clothes and 
dress a number of unknown people and take pictures of 
them wearing it[them].
[ii] Review and discuss.

Comment
This exercise is based on one made by Maria Wahlström.

Cf.
-
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Shift life [or at least apartments]

Idea
To reflect yourself in the life of others.

Description
[i] Change apartment and clothes with someone for a 
couple of days or longer.
[ii] Rearrange the apartment and buy her/him a gift 
that should match.
[iii] Change with another 2-3 people.
[iv] Document, review and discuss.

Comment
If possible, please do so with someone you dislike, 
someone you adore, someone you think is very different, 
someone you consider yourself similar too, someone you 
feel inferior too etc.

Cf.
Hegel, G. W. F. [1998] Phenomenology of Spirit. Oxford: 
Oxford Univ. Press.
Husserl, E. [1998] Idea of phenomenology. Chicago: 
Univ. of Chicago Press.
Sartre, J-P. [2003] Being and nothingness. London: 
Routledge
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Private work and public audience

Idea
To directly experience levels of originality and 
universality in one’s work.

Description
[i] Dress yourself only in things you made yourself. 
Take pictures for documentation and wear the clothes 
in a socially exposed situation. Do this a few times 
wearing different outfits. Write down your experience 
during these occasions.
[ii] Dress yourself only in things you purchased. Take 
pictures for documentation and wear the clothes in a 
socially exposed situation. Do this a few times wearing 
different outfits. Write down your experience during 
these occasions.
[iii] Dress yourself in a mix of bought and made 
garments. Take pictures for documentation and wear 
the outfit in a socially exposed situation. Do this a 
few times wearing different outfits. Write down your 
experience during these occasions.
[iv] Review and discuss the outfits and your notes 
together with other people looking at differences in 
your own work, the bought clothes and when combined.

Cf.
Beech, D. [2009] Beauty. Cambridge: MIT Press
Debord, G. [1994] The Society of the spectacle. New 
York: Zone Books
Johnstone, S. [2008] The everyday. London: Whitechapel
Warner, M. [2002] Publics and counterpublics. New York: 
Zone Books
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Review the work of others

Idea
To look.

Description
Gather samples [images] from others work and organise 
them in groups of: 
[i] less interesting,
[ii] equivalent,
[iii] and more interesting than your own. 

Comment
Use both open and defined models for analysis. 
E.g. one model could be: 
- Concept level: the relevance, insight and importance 
of the idea in relation to fashion.
- Convergence: focus, clarity and movement towards 
unity.
- Composition: the ability to express the idea in an 
artistic way.
- Craftsmanship: the ability to use construction, 
sewing and other techniques for artistic expression of 
concept.

Cf.
-
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Reform the work of others

Idea
To look.

Description
[i] Use an existing collection.
[ii] Arrange/rearrange the collection for a photo-
shoot for a defined number of models without adding or 
removing any elements/garments for the composition.
[iii] Arrange/rearrange the collection for a photo-
shoot for the same number of models, but by adding and/
or taking away items.
[iv] Review, discuss and remake.

Cf.
Berger, J. [1980] About looking. New York: Pantheon 
Sontag, S. [1966] Against interpretation, and other 
essays. New York: Dell
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What if it was wine?

Idea
To look.

Description
Analyse different works by students and professionals 
using wine-tasting terms, e.g.:
Young: immature, taste of fruits and berries 
[references] including flavours coming from its making. 
As the wine matures the fruitiness [references] becomes 
less obvious.
Closed: withheld character, a young wine whose aroma is 
still undeveloped, but can mature as it develops.
Developed: a not yet matured wine but which have left 
its first fruity state and shows signs of maturity 
[references disappearing in the whole].
Nuanced: the taste gives multiple impressions.
Complex/mature: a wine with a complex, composed flavour 
and taste which have multiple layers of sensation. 
There are so many aromas in the wine that give different 
impressions each time one tastes it, but in a balanced 
way, and in agreement with one another.

Cf.
Robinsson, J. [2006] The Oxford Companion to Wine. 
Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press.
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Global and local expressions

Idea
To examine relationships in global trends and local 
expressions in order to critically understand, and to 
be able to work with cultural perspectives.

Description
[i] Gather samples of garments from the same season/
timeframe as well as locally styled fashion shoots as 
research material.
[ii] Expand the process stepwise outwards in the 
greater global community by examining certain positions 
or following certain vectors through cultural spheres.
[iii] Review and discuss the material in terms of 
perspectives, archetypes, shapes, and details such as 
structure, line, ton etc.

Cf.
Brand, J. and Teunissen, J. [2006] Global Fashion Local 
Tradition: On the Globalisation of Fashion. Warnsveld: 
Terra Uitgeverij
Bruzzi, S. and Gibson, P. C. [2001] Fashion Cultures: 
Theories, Explorations and Analysis. London: Routledge
English, B. [2007] Cultural History Of Fashion In The 
20Th Century. Oxford: Berg
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Capitalisation on ideas

Idea
To examine how much one can capitalise on an idea in a 
work/collection.

Description
[i] Analyse a few work/collections made by others 
focusing on repetition of ideas, forms, lines, 
textures, tones etc to fine the fundamental core of the 
work and its more volatile repetitions of the same, or 
slightly varied perspectives etc.
[ii] Discuss and compare with works in photography and 
other fields of art and design.
[iii] Create three different concepts for three different 
collections, each based on a defined range of elements/
garments/outfits.
[iv] Present, discuss and rework: split, group etc.

Cf.
Tunbjörk, L. [2002] Office. Stockholm: Journal
Tunbjörk, L. [2006] I Love Borås. Stockholm: Max Ström
Tunbjörk, L. [2007] Vinter. Göttingen: Steidl
Sugimoto, H. [2006] Theatres. Köln: Walther König
Sugimoto, H. [2006] Seascapes. Los Angeles: Museum of 
Contemporary Art
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Structural analysis

Idea
To examine different bases for collection structures/
compositions.

Description
[i] Analyse multiple collections/sub-lines within a 
basic matrix, e.g.:
x-axis: archetype/garment/style etc.
y-axis: material/texture/colour-way/print etc.
[ii] Critically discuss the structure and expression 
of the collection with the aim to find differences 
and similarities in collection strategies, artistic 
approaches and design direction.
[iii] Make a structure of a collection based on a 
different/reversed logic.

Cf.
Brand websites for overviews, collection look books, 
catalogues, style.com etc.
Renfrew, E. and Renfrew, C. [2009] Basics Fashion 
Design: Developing A Collection. London: Ava Publishing
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Frame your work

Idea
To reflect your work by situating it among others.

Description
Situate your work [virtual or actualised] with mainly 
image/visual material in regards to different fields, 
contemporary movements and historical developments. 
E.g.:
- national and international fashion design scene.
- national and international art/design scene.
- national and international curatorial work/exhibition 
and stores.
- national and international performance art/theatre/
show/gaming etc.
Use size and placing of images etc to order, weight and 
propose position and direction.

Cf.
Anthologies etc.
Barker, E. ed. [1999] Contemporary cultures of display. 
New Haven: Yale Univ. Press in association with the 
Open Univ.
Diamond, J. and Diamond, E. [2007] Contemporary visual 
merchandising and environmental design. Upper Saddle 
River: Prentice Hall
Obrist, H-U. [2008] A brief history of curating. 
Zurich: JRP Ringier
O’Doherty, B. [1999] Inside the white cube: the 
ideology of the gallery space. Berkeley: Univ. of 
California Press
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Situate your work

Idea
To arrange a set of clothes in a certain space and 
time.

Description
[i] Arrange/photograph your clothes/outfits against a 
neutral backdrop [greyscale] on a naturally styled 
model, to look at the clothes themselves without other 
things interfering or creating a context.
[ii] Choose a few garments and arrange and place them 
in a defined relation/rhythm in a certain context and/or 
process. Document the work in an appropriate way.

Cf.
Bourriaud, N. [2002] Relational aesthetics. Dijon: 
Presses du réel
Doherty, C. [2009] Situation. Cambridge: The MIT Press
Kester, G. [2004] Conversation pieces: community 
and communication in modern art. Berkeley: Univ. of 
California Press
Kwon, M. [2004] One Place after Another: Site-Specific 
Art and Locational Identity. Cambridge: The MIT Press 
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Preconceptions

Idea
To understanding and realise preconceptions in a 
creative development.

Description
[i] Work with a situation/field of which there are many 
myths about, but of which you know little of.
[ii] Make a work/collection based solely on translating 
preconceptions elaborated from stereotypes [images] 
avoiding any kind of live contact with the field.
[iii] Make a second work/collection based on in-depth 
participatory research where you realise contradictory/
contrasting things as well paradoxical fragments.
[iv] Discuss, review and reform.

Cf.
Bishop, C. [2006] Participation. London: Whitechapel
Thornquist, C. [2010] Collaborative Arts. Borås: CTF
Wallraff, G. [1985] Ganz unten. Köln: Kiepenheuer & Witsch
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Translation: symbols and gestalts

Idea
To exercise and discuss translation and 
interpretational issues in form.

Description
[i] Find direct visual symbols and more indirect visual 
gestalts for each thing in a list of concepts. Begin 
with simple things, moving towards more complicated 
abstract concepts, e.g. autumn, spring, joy, love, 
anxiety, time, decay, growth etc.
[ii] Translate the visual symbols and gestalts into 
music, sculpture, poetry and other art forms.

Cf.
-
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From explicit to implicit

Idea
To move from a clear symbolic direction to more 
allusive suggestions.

Description
[i] Start by making a t-shirt on which you print 
a clear explicit statement/idea about/against/for 
something.
[ii] Conduct a more in depth research about the idea/
field to investigate and gather forms and materials.
[iii] Compose an outfit or a collection around the 
t-shirt based on elements that are more sublime in 
their forms and materials, but that share the same tone 
and suggest similar content.
[iv] Take a way the t-shirt.
[v] Review, discuss and reform until you find the 
desired level of explicit and implicit form.

Comment
Perhaps the most dangerous notion in making clothes 
[in fashion] is that it should communicate something. 
It may instead take away focus from the creative 
development and puts focus on its pseudo-goal.

Cf.
Cooper, J. C. [1987] An Illustrated Encyclopaedia of 
Traditional Symbols. London: Thames & Hudson
Jung, C. G. [1978] Man and His Symbols. London: Pan 
MacMillan
Kant, I. [2003] Observations on the feeling of the 
beautiful and sublime. Berkeley: Univ. of California Press
Levi-strauss, C. [2001] Totemism London: The Merlin Press 
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Figure and background

Idea
To examine figure and background in a collection.

Description
[i] Use an existing collection that is made and defined 
by a number of pre-styled outfits.
[ii] First, spread out individual elements on a larger 
number of models. Document with pictures.
[iii] Then, reverse and decrease the number of models 
to wear the clothes, still using all the pieces from 
the original collection [if possible]. Document with 
pictures.
[iv] Review and discuss.

Comment
[i] The person [model] wearing the clothes is most 
often the common denominator and thus the point of 
access to the clothes [work] and as such also makes a 
kind of background.
[ii] From a commercial/composition perspective the 
relationship between basic elements and conceptual key 
elements may be another way for accessing and reading 
the whole work. And from here the level of critique can 
be raised into a more aesthetic review of the work.

Cf.
Arnheim, R. [1969] Visual thinking. Berkeley: Univ. of 
California Press
Koffka, K. [1935] Principles of Gestalt Psychology. 
London: Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner
Köhler, W. [1947] Gestalt Psychology. New York: Liveright
Verstegen, I. [2005] Arnheim, Gestalt, and art. Wien: 
Springer
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Costume or fashion?

Idea
To create a collection based on different characters’ 
relationships to each other.

Description
Base the tone and rhythm of a collection on a drama/
story set in a real or possible setting. Use each 
of the different characters, their relationships and 
motives, to create a set of fundamental elements/
garments/outfits in a collection.

Comment
Use the exercise either as a critical way of 
investigating the borders of fashion design and costume 
design by focusing on the implicit and explicit use of 
fragments and symbols to express mental relationships; 
or simply as a base for creating collections and other 
work.

Cf.
Biggar, T. [2005] Dressing a galaxy: the costumes of 
Star wars. New York: Insight Editions
Fine, G. A. [1983] Shared fantasy: role-playing games 
as social worlds. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press
Ingham, R. and Covey, L. [1992] The costume designer’s 
handbook: a complete guide for amateur and professional 
costume designers. Portsmouth: Heinemann
Lang, F. [1927] Metropolis. Universum Film. [DVD]
Leese, E. [1991] Costume design in the movies: an 
illustrated guide to the work of 157 great designers. 
New York: Dover
Noble, R. [2009] Utopias. Cambridge: MIT Press
Misc Roleplaying games
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Turn your binoculars around

Idea
To get some distance between yourself and your work.

Description
Take a pair of binoculars and turn them around while 
looking at your work [toils, clothes etc] worn by 
yourself, a model or a dummy.
 
Comment
From unknown.

Cf.
-
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Basic design method 1[3]: re-interpret

Idea
To work through a basic design process from 
conceptualisation to realisation.

Description
– Research book: Open up the idea/concept/critique and 
its tone [mood and athmosphere] etc by using fragments, 
things and images to break and size the idea from 
different perspectives. Work with the material in e.g. 
collages where you isolate important elements from 
different contexts by tearing apart, cutting, pasting, 
sketching things into new gestalts. Leave nothing 
untouched. Include materials and fabrics as well as 
more architectural elements for form, and sketch/draw 
to join and relate things to each other.

Presentation: abstract & backgroud
- Analysis/mood: To gestalt and suggest your tone and 
direction in terms of tone, shape, line, texture etc 
based on 2D and 3D artwork compiled in a e.g. a book. 
Use collages of fragments, things, images, colours, 
fabrics, sketches etc to gestalt your idea. It should 
contain materials that suggest more abstract ideas as 
well as more concrete wearable forms. Make it in the 
form of an [art] book.
– Script: A short-list that works as a script to 
the analysis/mood board. It may contain words on: 
references, silhouettes, colours, patterns and prints, 
materials and qualities, important details, garments 
ideas, accessories etc.

Comment
The border between this stage and the following is 
often hard to define which might influence the structure 
of their presentations.

Cf.
See below.
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Basic design method 2[3]: re-mix

Idea
Same as above.

Description
- Experimental design [rather uncontrolled 
experiments]: Continue the work from the first stage 
by trying different constellations of main elements 
[fragments and things] in different and rough ways 
looking for shape, volume, line, direction and 
repetition for silhouettes and garments. Work in 2D 
and 3D, constructing, draping, trying out details, 
sketching directly in fabrics, taking pictures etc. In 
short, use any method workable for the idea.

Presentation: elaborated list of contents
– Colour and material outline: Colour overview in tone 
and textures [materials] in right proportions relative 
their use in the collection line-up/overview.
- Silhouettes and key garments: The garments’ overall 
relationship with the body.

Cf.
See below.
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Basic design method 3[3]: re-imagine

Idea
Same as above.

Description
– Design development [towards controlled experiments]: 
Develop each of the different parts of the collection in 
sketching, trying out different alternatives of details, 
garments and outfits as well as overall arrangement.

Presentation: work
– Collection outline: Complete overview of the 
collection.
– Prototype line up: Overview of toils for reformation.

Comment
To build self-esteem and momentum, and to find patterns 
in expression a 1-day project is a good exercise. E.g.:
[i] Divergence [2h]: Open up a brief/idea through 
collage work.
- Present and criticise to find a core idea.
[ii] Transformation [4h]: Sketch ca xx different 
garments.
- Present and criticise to select ca x designs.
[iii] Convergence [2-3h]: Revisit the core idea to 
refine and reform it with a clear focus.
- Present and reform.

Cf.
Jones, J. C. [1992] Design methods. New York: Van 
Nostrand Reinhold
Seivewright, S. [2007] Basics Fashion Design: Research 
And Design. London: Ava Publishing
Udale, J. [2008] Basics Fashion Design: Textiles and 
Fashion. London: Ava Publishing
Fischer, A. [2008] Basics Fashion Design: Construction. 
London: Ava Publishing
Renfrew E. and Renfrew. C. [2009] Basics Fashion 
Design: Developing A Collection. London: Ava Publishing
Hopkins, J. [2009] Basics Fashion Design: Fashion 
Drawing. London: Ava Publishing
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This text is neither the ordinary design method 
book that some institutes may be asking for, 
nor does it present the alchemic formula of 
art which others claim to harbour. Instead, it 
presents a straightforward approach to the art 
of giving form, in particular the one of dress 
and body as an expressive language in it self. 
As such, this may not involve so much exercises 
for design as artistic methods for building and 
developing an abstract language – the dialectics, 
grammar and poetic figures of form [clothing].

From this perspective, these methods are neither 
practical nor theoretical. They are both. At 
once. They aim at the practising of visioning: 
the concrete making of concepts. All in all, 
therefore, these exercises aim to resolve, 
in a very pragmatic way, the artificial break 
between abstract theory and concrete practice.


